
Things Gotta Change: The Works of the Spirit - John 14:18-31   9-25-22 
 As we look at the disciples during the life and ministry of Jesus as Jesus spent so much 
time with them, how could we describe them? They were wavering, fickle, reluctant, unsure, 
ignorant, anxious, doubtful. Is this supposed to be the characteristics of Christianity? 
Unfortunately this describes a lot of today’s Christianity except when the disciples portrayed this 
type of life it was when they didn’t have the Spirit in them. This is critical to see, because we 
could easily lump these characteristics into the Christian life and give them a pass instead of 
striving for a view and a confidence of the greatness of God in the works of the Spirit. Yes, we 
still wrestle with these things obviously, but are we to settle for these knowing the history of the 
church from Pentecost on? Should they be descriptives of the pattern of what Christianity looks 
like? Looking at the Old Testament prophets is a stark contrast from today’s Christianity as well. 
And John the Baptist’s ministry and focus was so different. I think in one respect for why we see 
these disciples like this is to, in contrast, exalt the righteousness of Christ and to paint the picture 
of what the fruit will look like after He has ascended in the great sovereign works of the Spirit. 
The living water of the work of the Spirit will flow out from the throne of David as the King 
governs and works by His Spirit. This will have a tremendous effect on those that are truly alive. 
But today we don’t seem to show that we are alive. We don’t look different. We shrink back in 
the littlest things like in our compromise, our niceness, our silence, our knowledge. We tend to 
look more like the disciples before the Spirit comes instead of after the Spirit comes. In many 
ways, we even look worse actually. Do we really want that to be true of us? We need a different 
Christianity than the one that passes for today. We need one that can recognize obedience, one 
that is energized to action, one that’s confident and not afraid, one that’s clear in truth. 
 So in light of this we will examine this passage today by highlighting what comes out of, 
1) “Make our home with him,” 2) “Manifest myself to him,” and 3) “Peace I leave with you.” 
And then we will note 4) some more application for us.  
 “And he who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I will love him and manifest 
myself to him.” Judas (not Iscariot) said to him, “Lord, how is it that you will manifest yourself 
to us, and not to the world?” At the very foundation of how Jesus would manifest Himself to His 
disciples, and all believers by application, is, as He says, “We will come to him and make our 
home with him.” Father and Son will do so, because, as Jesus says in verse 19, “Because I live, 
you also will live.” As we noted last week that this all drives to the work of the Spirit and He will 
be with and in the true disciples, and all true believers, for forever, verse 16. This describes the 
union of the believer with their Triune God by the Spirit’s work. And this union is something that 
they are conscious of. This is known by them. They are not ignorant about this. The indwelling 
of the Spirit of truth inside a sinner who has been given new life by this Spirit, because of the 
work of Christ is how God and Son make their home with us. This consciousness of this work is 
the starting point for growth in the grace and knowledge of Jesus and His Father’s will for us. 
One main area that strikes at the heart of this is what is brought out by John in his first letter 
when he says, In chapter 2,  
 "18Children, it is the last hour, and as you have heard that antichrist is coming, so now 
many antichrists have come. Therefore we know that it is the last hour. 19They went out from us, 
but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they would have continued with us. But they 
went out, that it might become plain that they all are not of us. 20But you have been anointed by 
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the Holy One, and you all have knowledge. 21I write to you, not because you do not know the 
truth, but because you know it, and because no lie is of the truth.” "26I write these things to you 
about those who are trying to deceive you. 27But the anointing that you received from him 
abides in you, and you have no need that anyone should teach you. But as his anointing teaches 
you about everything, and is true, and is no lie—just as it has taught you, abide in him.”  
 Then in chapter 4… “1Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see 
whether they are from God, for many false prophets have gone out into the world.” “4Little 
children, you are from God and have overcome them, for he who is in you is greater than he who 
is in the world. 5They are from the world; therefore they speak from the world, and the world 
listens to them. 6We are from God. Whoever knows God listens to us; whoever is not from God 
does not listen to us. By this we know the Spirit of truth and the spirit of error.”  
 The issue they faced was the heresy of Gnosticism coming into the church, which was a 
false teaching that denied original sin and the humanity of Jesus mainly and it damned souls, 
because of it. But if we study those passages closely we ought to be astounded by the confidence 
that John has in the teaching of the Spirit of truth and therefore in the believer’s ability to 
recognize truth from error and how it affects their life.  
 So one major question this brings up for today is this, why is there such bad theology 
today? Even in the most basic of basic the church is lost. We don’t know a man from a woman. 
We don’t know that it is to be a man and a woman together and not a man and a man or a woman 
and a woman. We don’t know that a heterosexual man is to be the pastor of the church. We don’t 
know that abortion is murder. We don’t know that we all come from Adam and are one race. We 
don’t know that God and His Word is the standard to measure everything by. We don’t know that 
church is to be a consistent, committed, physical gathering. Then much of the church says, “Oh, 
you know that’s not us. We know that stuff.” Ok, we don’t know that education is the 
responsibility of the parents first. We don’t know that government owned and run schools are not 
a place for our kids. We don’t know that the covenant of marriage is to be a faithful commitment 
before God. We don’t know that the church is to be the conscience of the state. We don’t know 
that the mother shouldn’t have legal immunity from killing their child. We don’t know that 
impartiality is injustice and something that God hates. We don’t know that disobedience to an 
unjust, tyrannical civil government is important. We don’t know the role of the civil government. 
We don’t know that the duty of every civil magistrate is to obey God. We don’t know the uses of 
God’s law. We don’t know the law’s evangelistic purposes. We don’t know the necessity of the 
Lordship of Jesus over both the general world and over the believer. We don’t know that 
following Christ has an actual cost and is not your best or easiest life now. We don’t know that 
the kids programs and the music atmosphere are not to be the number one priority for where to 
go to church. And these are more practical problems that are rooted in deeper theological 
problems that address sin, God the Father, Jesus the Son, the Spirit, the Trinity, salvation, and 
sanctification and much more. The whole counsel of God, all of what God says about all of life, 
is supposed to come to bear on all of life. So here’s where our problems lie. 1) We either have 
bad theology to begin with in the fundamental areas of the Christian faith. This is a big problem, 
but I think is one that has led us to our immediate problem, which is 2) the disconnect where our 
base of beliefs doesn’t apply to life. Many true Christians have fallen prey to this largely, because 
this detachment has progressed slowly over the years. We’ve gotten to the point where I’m 
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thinking to myself, how in the world has this happened to us? And I include myself in there. 
Now, when the fundamentals of the Christian faith are not there then it is unbelief and we do 
have a lot of that and have had a lot of that in the past. But the effect of that or outside influence 
of that has gotten into the life of true Christians and that’s where the change needs to come. We 
don’t look different from the world. This shows itself in our second point… 
 The manifestation of Jesus to the believer shows itself in the keeping of the word, His 
Word. So because He has made a home with those He saves and dwells in them forever by the 
Spirit and they now live in union with Father, Son, and Spirit, so as the Spirit works, the result of 
this will be the keeping of His Word. This keeping of His Word is synonymous with the keeping 
of His commandments as we should be able to follow with the text. Some people have used the 
term Law-Word to describe what the Bible is, because it is what we are to be governed by. It is to 
be the standard for all our life, for every issue we face. This is seen here with the commandments 
and the word being the same reference. This again brings up the importance of the whole counsel 
of God where it is not just about our own little personal salvation with Jesus as Savior in the 
closet parts of my life. Nor is it to be just this kind of superficial and nominal type of character 
that does not look really any different from the world. It is to be a deliberate and striving life of 
obedience under the Lordship of Jesus our Master, because we are consciously compelled by the 
Spirit to strive in life that way. Remember, this keeping means to maintain, guard, watch over, 
keep intact. This very word clearly shows us what I’m talking about. And what comes with this 
is not staying in our comfortable areas of life and ministry that we can get so used to, but 
stretching ourselves. This is a deliberate effort to take the whole counsel of God and apply it to 
life. That’s the very thing that Jesus is preparing His disciples for, isn’t it? The Christian truth 
will be applied to the way of the Christian life and this will become very real to them as the 
rubber meets the road. And that’s part of the problem today. Many Christians are cruising on the 
softer shoulder path along the road, because they are either scared of what will happen on the 
road or they are ignorant of their need to be on the road. We can do this in the ministry setting 
where we continue to just meet and learn and pray and sing and do our normal that we know, 
which is necessary, but that is not supposed to be all of it. The disciples could’ve easily done that 
and cruised along. They could’ve easily kept quiet out in the world. But they knew that keeping 
the word of Christ meant real opposition to an evil world in the way the world does things.  
 Again, the reason why we have bad obedience today is largely, because of theological 
deficiencies at the root. For one, many think of obedience from a moralistic and legalistic 
standpoint where we are saved by our obedience, which is the very opposite of true salvation. 
Also we’ve given into false beliefs like the Lordship of Jesus being a second step somewhere in 
sanctification if we ever get there. With this system people get their fire insurance and they are 
good to go no matter if they are obedient or not. Evidence of salvation in obedience is greatly 
misunderstood. So by default there is really no need for obedience. And boy by nature we will 
eat that up if we can still get away with a superficial appearance of being a Christian and fly 
under the radar at no cost. Further, we’ve allowed beliefs to influence us where the “secular” is 
something that the church shouldn’t engage in. That’s a different kingdom that is of this world 
and we, the church, are not of this world. With this system it’s like a deistic mentality where God 
is not concerned with that part. He has just let it go and awaits His return from a distance and 
that’s what the church is to do with the world. And it is a monastic mentality where we retreat 



away from the world. In addition, we’ve neglected a biblical view of the Law in how it applies to 
evangelism and to life today, which we’ve talked a lot about. Lastly, we have adopted positions 
on some issues that if we took our reasoning for those positions and applied it to something else, 
then our position would fall flat on its face. Yet we hold onto these positions. None of these 
systems are what it is to keep His word. But they are everywhere today in the church. And the 
way that Jesus manifests Himself to His people is that He comes to them, makes His home with 
them, and causes them, by the Spirit, to keep His word. And this is where the change needs to 
happen, because as God sanctifies His people by His truth, then they will be conformed to the 
image of Christ and not the world. 
 This change is costly, which is why we don’t see a lot of obedience that reflects the whole 
testimony of Scripture as it lives out in the world. Much of people’s Christianity today is not 
costly at all. Ask yourself this question, what has your Christian faith cost you? This is especially 
an important question given how our society is going the opposite direction of one that is 
receptive to the Christian faith. As I mentioned, part of the problem is our beliefs, but practically 
speaking another main problem is the cost of obedience as it actually hits life. There is a natural 
clash that will happen when the life of God collides with the life of the world. And the more the 
life of the world around you is deliberately anti-Christian, then the more that clash will be 
evident. Is it becoming evident if it hasn’t been already? As the Christian’s worldview and action 
is governed by the whole counsel of God, then the world will take note and won’t react nicely. 
This will be the life of the disciples when they are sent out into the wilderness by the Spirit. They 
would be slandered, would lose friends, would be seen as divisive, would be opposed to a lot in a 
humanistic society, they would defy the god of their time, the ruling authorities and elites, when 
it was necessary. This will be us if we are faithful and guess what? This will happen while much 
of the church will say to not act in this way that results in these labels or problems. We are told to 
play nice and go along with things, because supposedly that’s the better witness. That’s not the 
witness within the Scriptures though. Again, imagine if that logic was taken when the disciples 
were sent out. 
 And this, that we’ve been studying, is the preparation of Jesus sending them out. But we 
are not a people who are left as orphans, not as ones left desolate and comfortless without a 
Father. Because God is gracious He then gives understanding of vital truth by the work of the 
Spirit, He causes us to obey according to His Word by the work of the Spirit, and He also brings 
us to have confidence in Him by the work of the Spirit. Jesus says, “Peace I leave with you; my 
peace I give to you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled, 
neither let them be afraid.” The way that we actually have the peace of God is by the works of 
the Spirit. This is necessary for the Christian life, because of what has been previously said. It is 
because the nature of the Christian life in a sinful world is one of conflict, opposition when the 
world is in that sinful state. So facing that world on a day to day basis the disciple of Christ 
needs to be confident in the Lord. We must be at peace with this way of life, this type of life. And 
we are exhorted by God to not let our hearts be troubled nor to let our hearts be afraid. This 
troubled is to be agitated back and forth, to be shaken to and fro, getting too stirred up inside. 
The world gets shaken up. The world jumps to and fro between ideas and practices all the time. 
Humanism by nature is unstable. We are to be stable, which can only come from the work of the 
Spirit.  



 Our hearts are also not to be afraid. This is to be timid, to be fearful of consequences, to 
shrink back, and be cowardly. With the reality that the Christian life is warfare on multiple fronts 
we must take this to heart and have confidence in the Lord. We cannot hide from the culture and 
from the world, yet we do in so many ways. We are those who are cruising along on the soft 
shoulder of the road, scared of how it’ll be if we jump onto the road. Why is there such bad 
confidence today? Why are we timid? Why are we fearful of consequences? Why do we shrink 
back? Why are we cowardly? Our bad theology and our lack of obedience does this. Much of the 
church has a chopped up and redefined view of who God is. Much of the church has a weak view 
of God’s work. Much of the church has a losing view of the future. Much of the church has a 
retreatist view of life in the world. Much of the church has a cheap grace and a costless 
discipleship. Those highly problematic beliefs affect our lives. Plus, our perception of the role of 
the disciple of Christ has been changed slightly, increasingly so, in every generation for the past 
100 years at least, so when we show these characteristics of being afraid then we don’t even 
notice it. We think that’s what it’s supposed to look like. For someone to notice it and say 
something about it with conviction and warning, the majority deems him too extreme, too 
arrogant, too divisive, and too unnecessarily over the top. Things gotta change!  
 More application to this for us is… 
 1) There is a great need for Christians to bear witness to this truth. When we come to see 
these realities we must not shy away from addressing them. We must not turn the other way and 
keep going the way we always have been. We must repent and face the issues. To not do 
anything about what we know is happening to our neighbor, whoever that may be, is to bear false 
witness. We must be truthful testifiers. Part of bearing witness is based off of evidence and the 
evidence that we may see must be backed by Scripture to support our claims. In our day this 
demands that we kick fear and shrinking back out the window. To voice any opposition to the 
humanistic agenda is to put a target on your back, yet it is necessary for love of God and love of 
neighbor. Are you willing to go through that for the sake of souls, of life, and for the sake of 
Jesus and the truth that is in Him?  
 2) We need to pray for the Spirit to work in these areas of theology, obedience, and 
confidence, to bring convictions that will stand and act. We can’t afford to be passive anymore. 
We can’t afford to be at peace with blatant wickedness and delusion anymore. We have the future 
generations to plan for. I just heard the other day, a reporter asked Jill Biden if certain books 
should not be in our public school libraries and she said, “All books should be in the library, this 
is America, we don’t ban books.” There is so much wrong with that statement and so much 
underneath it that shows the humanism that is so blatantly all over the place now. Any moral 
compass that America had has been broken. We must pray that this push against Christ comes to 
nothing and that the Spirit yanks people out of these high positions. And with that we must pray 
that the Spirit brings Christians to repent and to see clearly, so that they know where to go and 
what must be done.  
 And while the mess gets messier we 3) must trust that God does great work through His 
judgment. Judgment starts with the household of God, which means that God is gracious to grant 
repentance to His people, so that they continue to be molded into godliness and used as salt in 
the world while the broader judgment is going on. Recently there was more talk about how the 
number of Christians in the nation is declining rapidly. The decline is good, because that’s God 



purifying and strengthening His church. He is showing who is genuine and who is not. He is 
making evident as time goes on who are truly His. This is the refiners fire that tests them as gold 
is tested. Many will be cut off and perish, even many who have professed His name, but the Lord 
is merciful to those who are truly His as judgment falls on the wicked. God is gracious as time 
goes on, because He has chosen for time to go on. He has chosen to still save those who do not 
deserve it. As that exists it does so within a world that is darkness. Without a love that comes 
from God that is toward Jesus we will have a love for darkness. Those loves are fundamentally 
opposed to each other. So let us not be tossed around in uneasiness and let us not be cowardly 
and shrink back from our duty. Let us know the fight and engage in the fight, because we know 
that our Lord is a man of war. He has triumphed gloriously. The right arm of the Lord has 
brought salvation, life, and purpose for us to go forth and honor Him in all of life. In this, He has 
come to us and made His home with us, so we keep His Word with all diligence and confidence 
no matter the cost.  


